In this paper we analyze the kinematics and dynamics of the nearby early-type galaxy NGC 821 based on its globular clusters (GCs) and planetary nebulae (PNe). We use PNe and GCs to extract the kinematics of NGC 821 which is then used for the dynamical modelling based on the Jeans equation. We apply the Jeans equation using the Newtonian mass-follows-light approach assuming constant mass-to-light ratio and find that using such an approach we can successfully fit the kinematic data. The inferred constant mass-to-light ratio, 4.2 < M/L B < 12.4 present throughout the whole galaxy, implies the lack of significant amount of dark matter. We also used three different MOND approaches and found that we can fit the kinematic data without the need for additional, dark, component.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of mere existence of dark matter in early-type galaxies remains one of the biggest unsolved questions in the contemporary extragalactic astronomy and cosmology, and the problems one faces in the study of dark matter in earlytype galaxies are listed in e.g. Samurović (2007, Chap. 1) . Some recent research suggests that some nearby galaxies such as NGC 5128 appear to lack dark matter, or at least dark matter is not dynamically important out to approximately 6 effective radii (R e ) (see Samurović 2010) . On the other hand, Samurović (2012) recently analyzed the massive early-type galaxy NGC 4472 and found that beyond ∼ 2R e dark matter or modifications of Newtonian dynamics are necessary to successfully fit the observed velocity dispersion. Also recently, Deason et al. (2012) , studied a sample of 15 elliptical galaxies out to ∼ 5R e using tracers such as planetary nebulae (PNe) and globular clusters (GCs), and found that, in general, the galaxies that they studied are dominated by dark matter in their outer parts (beyond ∼ 2R e ). Because of the fact that the sample of the studied early-type galaxies is still small, it is important to study, whenever possible, an object for which the observational data out to several effective radii is available.
Since it is a well-established fact that spiral galaxies are found in massive dark haloes one can expect that all early-type galaxies also contain a significant amount of dark matter. The analyses of earlytypes in the available literature usually rely on Newtonian dynamics to reach conclusions. However, the MOND (MOdified Newtonian Dynamics) (Milgrom 1983 ) theory, already well tested on spirals, proved to be capable of successfully fitting early-type galaxies in some cases, but not always. The basic assumption of MOND is the fact that the acceleration due to gravitational force which does not depend simply upon mass m as in the Newtonian approach, but has a more complex form, m/µ(a/a 0 ), where a 0 is the universal constant, a 0 = 1.35
+0.28
−0.42 × 10 −8 cm s −2 ). In the MOND theory the interpolating function µ(x) assumes several forms (see Section 3.2 regarding the details on three interpolating functions used in this paper): for a a 0 , one has the Newtonian acceleration and for a < < a 0 the interpolation function becomes µ = a/a 0 . The results regarding the application of the MOND methodology to the study of dynamics of early-type galaxies are mixed: whereas in some cases (for example, NGC 3379, see Tiret et al. (2007) and the aforementioned NGC 5128) MOND correctly describes their dynamics without the need for dark matter, in some other cases (such as NGC 1399, see Richtler et al. 2008 ) one needs additional dark component even if using the MOND approach.
Although the galaxy NGC 821 studied in the present paper has been a subject of several studies so far (see e.g. Deason et al. 2012 for details), we find it important to analyze it again, this time using two different sets of tracers (PNe and GCs) and two different methodologies (Newtonian and MOND) to reach the conclusions regarding the content of dark matter in it.
The plan of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we present the details on the early-type galaxy NGC 821 and the samples of PNe and GCs that we use in this paper and we also present the kinematics of NGC 821 based on those tracers. In Section 3 we describe the theoretical aspects of the analysis of the dynamics, and in Section 4 we use the Jeans equation in both Newtonian and the MOND approach to determine the best-fit parameters for both populations of tracers. Finally, in Section 5 we present the conclusions.
OBSERVATIONAL DATA: THE SAMPLES
NGC 821 is classified as an isolated E6 galaxy (de Vaucouleurs 1991) and its absolute B-band magnitude is equal to −20.82. The distance we use in this paper is D = 23.4±1.9 Mpc (from Tonry et al. 2001 , with corrections from Mei et al. 2007 ), which means that 1 arcsec in this galaxy corresponds to 113.50 pc and 1 arcmin corresponds to 6.81 kpc. The effective radius is R e = 51 arcsec.
In this work, we use two different samples of tracers belonging to NGC 821: the planetary nebulae (PNe) taken from Teodorescu et al. (2010, hereafter T10) and globular clusters (GCs) taken from Pota et al. (2013, hereafter P13) . We use these tracers in order to extract kinematics which we then model using the Jeans equation, as described below.
We express the galactocentric distances of the tracers in both cases as an equivalent radius:
where q is the axis ratio (ratio of the minor and major axis) of NGC 821, and X and Y are Cartesian coordinates of a given object in the rest frame of the galaxy; the center of the galaxy coincides with the origin of the coordinate system, and X (Y ) is aligned with the photometric major (minor) axis. The value of the q parameter for NGC 821 is taken from P13 and is equal to: q = 0.62. In Fig. 1 we present the radial distribution of the tracers in NGC 821: in the upper panel the case of PNe is given, and in the lower panel the profile based on GCs is presented. Also indicated in Fig. 1 are the values of the γ parameter coming from the linear fit of the form N ∝ R −γ : these values will be used below in solving the Jeans equation. 
The kinematics of PNe (GCs) of NGC 821 is given in Fig. 2 left (right): from top to bottom are plotted: velocities of the PNe (GCs) in the sample, their velocity dispersions, and s 3 and s 4 parameters which describe symmetric and asymmetric departures from the Gaussian, respectively. The departures from the Gaussian are calculated using the standard formulas which also include the errors:
and
where N is the number of objects per bin, v i is the velocity of a given object, v sys is the systemic velocity and σ is the velocity dispersion.
The sample of PNe of NGC 821
We use the sample of PNe from T10 obtained using a slitless spectroscopy with the 8.2 m Subaru telescope and its FOCAS Cassegrain spectrograph. In total, we have 144 PNe taken from their Table 2 . We excluded the object no. 104 from the T10 sample with anomalously low heliocentric velocity of 1171 km s −1 since this velocity is probably wrong because of the misinterpretation of the object as 5007Å emitter, as explained in Notes of Table 2 from T10; the inclusion of this object in our sample would result in the low s 3 value (s 3 ≈ −2) and extremely high value of the s 4 parameter (s 4 ≈ 6).
From Fig. 2 (left) and Table 1 one can see that the velocity dispersion of NGC 821 has a declining trend, and at ∼ 3 arcmin (∼ 3.7R e ) the velocity dispersion is approximately 100 km s −1 . The departures from the Gaussian, given with the s 3 and s 4 parameters are small and consistent with zero. 
The sample of GCs of NGC 821
Another sample used in this paper is that coming from P13, i.e. SLUGGS (SAGES Legacy Unifying Globulars and Galaxies Survey) database 1 , and is based on the GCs. This survey combines Subaru/Supreme-Cam wide-field imaging with spectra obtained using the Keck/DEep Imaging Multi Object Spectrograph (DEIMOS), and the sample of galaxies uses high velocity resolution data and includes galaxies with a wide range of luminosities, morphological types (within the early-type class) and from different environments (from field galaxies to members of groups and clusters). Our sample of tracers found in NGC 821 consists of 58 objects (blue and red GCs) in total. We note that we did not split our sample into blue and red populations in order to have larger number of objects per bin and yet we have the values of the velocity dispersion (and the departures from the Gaussian) in just two separate bins.
From Fig. 2 (right) and Table 2 one can see that the velocity dispersion of NGC 821 again shows a declining trend, and at the outer point, at ∼ 4 arcmin (∼ 4.5R e ), the velocity dispersion is higher with respect to the previously found value in the case of PNe, and is equal to 136 km s −1 . The departures from the Gaussian, given with the s 3 and s 4 parameters are small. Again, we note that the number of tracers is rather low to establish the anisotropies with certainty. We, however, anticipate taking into account the radial anisotropies in our Jeans modelling below.
We note that the object responsible for a nonzero value of both s 3 and s 4 parameters is a blue GC (no. 51 in the catalog of P13) with the radial velocity of 1303 km s −1 . We could not exclude this object, because it is a confirmed blue GC, with color g − i = 0.94.
THE JEANS MODELLING OF NGC 821
In this Section we briefly present the approach based on the Jeans equation that we adopted in the dynamical modelling of NGC 821.
We solve the Jeans equation (e.g. Binney and Tremaine 2008) in a spherical approximation for both Newtonian and MOND approaches:
Here a N ;M is an acceleration term which is different for each approach: in the Newtonian ('N ') approach it is equal to a N = − GM (r) r 2 and for MOND ('M ') models a M µ(a M /a 0 ) = a N (see below for expressions of function µ). σ r is the radial velocity dispersion, α = d ln ρ/d ln r is the slope of each tracer density ρ. The exponents of the power fits of the surface density for NGC 821 are indicated in Fig. 1: for example, the radial distribution for PNe was fitted with the exponent equal to −2.12 (see Fig. 1, upper panel) , which means that α used in the Jeans equation is α = −3.12. We determined negligible values of the rotational components, fully consistent with zero, for both families of tracers and thus the rotation speed v rot for NGC 821 is taken zero in both cases.
The non-spherical nature of the stellar velocity dispersion is expressed using the equation:
where v 2 θ = v θ 2 + σ 2 θ and 0 < β * < 1 means that the orbits are predominantly radial (equivalent to s 4 > 0), whereas for −∞ ≤ β * < 0 the orbits are mostly tangential (equivalent to s 4 < 0) (Gerhard 1993) .
The projected line-of-sight velocity dispersion for all the models for the galaxies in the sample is given as (Binney and Mamon 1982) :
where the truncation radius, r t , extends beyond the observed kinematical point of the highest galactocentric radius.
Below, we study two cases of anisotropies: a) The lack of anisotropy (the isotropic case), as the most general case (β = 0), and:
b) The theoretically based case, for which:
where β 0 0.5 and r a 1.4R e ; this estimate (obviously radially dominated, β > 0, which is important for our case for which we have an indication of radial anisotropies in the outer parts of NGC 821) comes from theoretical expectations from merging collisionless systems; we denote the values of the β parameter thus calculated as β th in the text below.
Newtonian models
Within the framework of Newtonian models, we use a constant mass-to-light ratio model and consider the stellar mass being distributed in the form of the standard Hernquist (1990) profile:
that has two parameters: the total mass M T and scale length, a, where R e = 1.8153a. We will simply vary the mass-to-light ratio to establish the best value to describe the observed velocity dispersion for both populations of tracers (PNe and GCs).
MOND models
We tested several MOND models using the Jeans equation in the spherical approximation.
The Newtonian acceleration is given as a N = aµ(a/a 0 ), where a is the MOND acceleration, a 0 is the universal constant given in the Introduction and µ(x) is the MOND interpolating function which is different for each MOND model. We tested three MOND models (listed below) in order to infer whether additional dark matter component is needed and whether MOND is sufficient to correctly describe the dynamics of NGC 821.
A simple MOND formula (Famaey and Binney 2005) is given by (the expression for x is given in the Introduction and is valid in all MOND cases):
A standard MOND formula (Sanders and McGaugh 2002 ) is given by:
The toy MOND model (Bekenstein 2004 ) is described with:
The expressions for the circular velocities for the three functions are given in Samurović and Cirković (2008) .
Again, we vary the mass-to-light ratio to establish which value best describes the observed velocity dispersions and the plots obtained using the best-fitting values are presented below.
RESULTS
Here we present the result of the Jeans modelling of the early-type galaxy NGC 821 for both Newtonian and MOND approaches and for both populations of tracers, PNe and GCs.
Before we obtain our estimates of the bestfitting values of mass-to-light ratio of NGC 821, we calculate the estimate of this quantity valid for the stellar component only. To this end, we use the HyperLeda database from which we take the color (B − V = 1), and the results of stellar population synthesis (SPS) models of Bell and De Jong (2001) to find that the stellar mass-to-light ratio in the B-band for NGC 821 is equal to (for metallicity Z = 0. The significantly higher values of the bestfitting values of the mass-to-light ratio obtained using the Jeans equation would suggest the existence of dark matter. One can see that the estimates based on the paper by Conroy and van Dokkum (2012) are approximately half the estimates coming from the models of Bell and De Jong (2001) meaning that these lower values of the mass-to-light ratio of the stellar population suggest more dark matter in NGC 821. Thus, one can conclude that dark matter is needed whenever a discrepancy between the SPS and Jeans models in encountered.
As given above, for both approaches (and for both populations of tracers) we will use two assumptions on the anisotropy: isotropic case (β = 0) and radially anisotropic case based on the theoretical expectations (β th > 0, see Eq. (7)).
Newtonian models of NGC 821
The fits of NGC 821 obtained using the Jeans equation based on the Newtonian mass-follows-light approach are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 in the upper panel for PNe and GCs, respectively. The galaxy can be fitted with a constant mass-to-light ratio out to ∼ 4.5R e : the interval of the values that provide a successful fit to the two observational points is 4.2 < M/L B < 7.0 (for PNe) and 7.8 < M/L B < 12.4 (for GCs), or, more precisely:
1) The best-fitting values based on PNe are: M/L B = 5.0±0.8 for the isotropic case and M/L B = 6.0 ± 1.0 for the anisotropic case, and:
2) The best-fitting values based on GCs are: M/L B = 9.4±1.6 for the isotropic case and M/L B = 11.8 ± 0.6 for the anisotropic case.
The best-fitting values are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 in the upper panel with thick (thin) solid lines for isotropic (radially anisotropic) cases.
One can see from these results that the obtained values of the mass-to-light ratio using two different populations show a certain discrepancy and the estimates based on GCs are somewhat higher than those based on PNe. Note, however, that the number of GCs is much lower than the number of PNe and the future investigations will hopefully resolve this issue. At the moment, from the bestfitting values obtained using Newtonian approach, we can reach a strong conclusion that we can fit the kinematic data (for both families of tracers) with constant mass-to-light ratio models. However, the values obtained are higher than those based on the SPS models, which implies that the additional, dark, component is required; the constraint that emerges from our analysis is that the dark matter density profile should not be significantly different from the stellar distribution over the range of scales the kinematic tracers are sensitive to. In any case, our findings suggest the lack of significant amount of dark matter in NGC 821. 
MOND models of NGC 821
In the lower panels of Figs. 3 and 4 the results of the Jeans models based on three MOND formulas are plotted: one can see that all of them can fit the observed velocity dispersion without the neeed of dark matter and that the standard MOND model requires the highest mass-to-light ratio. The bestfitting values are as follows: Again, the stellar mass-to-light ratios inferred from the MOND approach are in agreement with the SPS models although they are lower, and especially toy models predict much lower values.
The best-fitting values are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 in the lower panel with thick (thin) solid lines for isotropic (radially anisotropic) cases for each of the three MOND models as indicated in the figures. From Fig. 3 one can notice that for PNe only the standard MOND model for both cases and simple MOND model for the radially anisotropic case can provide a fit for both inner and outer regions of NGC 821; the isotropic simple and toy MOND models can provide a fit of the outermost point and the radially anisotropic toy MOND model can provide a fit to the inner part (interior to ∼ 2R e ) albeit with a higher value of the mass-to-light ratio than in the isotropic case (M/L B = 4.2); no such problems exist in the case of the MOND models based on GCs. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we used two different populations of tracers belonging to the nearby early-type galaxy NGC 821, PNe (taken from T10) and GCs (taken from P13), in order to extract the kinematics which is then used for the purpose of dynamical modelling through solving the Jeans equation. Our results are as follows:
(1) The velocity dispersion of NGC 821 shows a declining trend: from the central value of 157 (179) km s −1 it drops to 103 (136) km s −1 for PNe (GCs). The departures from the Gaussian are small except for the outer bin in the case of the sample based on GCs where we have a hint of radial anisotropies.
(2) We solve the Jeans equation in order to establish the existence of dark matter in NGC 821. We applied two approaches for both populations of tracers assuming spherical symmetry: the Newtonian mass-follows-light and the MOND approach. For both populations we assumed two cases: isotropic case and radially anisotropic case. The best-fitting estimates of the mass-to-light ratio are compared with the SPS models in order to establish the contribution of dark matter. We find that we can fit the kinematic data with a constant mass-to-light ratio. However, the required values of the mass-to-light ratio are difficult to accomodate with normal stellar populations, therefore implying the existence of dark matter background, but with the constraint that the dark matter density profile can not be significantly different from the stellar distribution over the range of scales the kinematics tracers are sensitive to. We confirm the previous findings of T10 and Deason et al. (2012) that there is a lack of dark matter in the early-type galaxy NGC 821: our conclusion is based on the sample of PNe, i.e., the tracers that they used, but also on the recently published sample of GCs found in P13.
(3) Using the Newtonian approach, we estimated the following mass-to-light ratio of NGC 821: 4.2 < M/L B < 7.0 (for PNe sample) and 7.8 < M/L B < 12.4 (for GCs sample). The given ranges take into account possible radial anisotropies found in NGC 821 and they strongly suggest lack of the significant amount of dark matter in NGC 821.
(4) Using the MOND approach, we tested three MOND formulas: standard, simple and toy. The values of the established mass-to-light ratios suggest a lack of dark matter and the MOND theory alone is capable of describing the dynamics of NGC 821 without invoking the additional dark component for both populations of tracers, PNe and GCs.
